Productivity
Good Notes: Take handwritten notes, sketch diagrams,
mark-up PDFs and organize them on a beautiful bookshelf.

Just For Fun
Swirlisity: Swirlicity is a fun particle drawing, swirling and

Name Selector: Select students by name with this
classy little app. Just type or paste in your class list
and save it. Then pick how you want to select students.
You can pick students randomly, random without repeats,
in sequence, a to z, or z to a.

Farkle Dice: an exciting fast paced dice game for 2 – 4
players.

twirling app based on the physics of fluid dynamics.

Face Fun: Take a picture and have the faces

Photosynth: Interactive Panorama Capture and Sharing

automatically swapped. Instant fun!

Math
GlowBurst: Burst the glowing numbers as fast as you can

Math Bingo: A fun way to practice Math facts. Collect
Bingo Bugs and high scores.

from lowest to highest. Each burst earns you points and extra
time.

Math Splat: Math Splat is a simple number based app

Fetch Lunch Rush: In this Augmented Reality,

aimed at helping the user improve their mental math
abilities.The aim of the game is to splat the answers to
all the questions as fast as possible.

multi-player game, you need to keep up with lunch orders
from Ruff’s movie crew. The challenge is keeping track
of how many pieces of sushi everyone wants.

Motion Math Zoo: An animal adventure through the

Kid’s Numbers Game: Preschool Numbers Find Game

world of numbers! Give your students a chance to play with
numbers - they'll have a blast zooming through the number
line as they master place value.

is a great way for your students to have fun while learning
their numbers from 1 - 30.

Writing

Motion Math - Hungry Fish: Feed your fish and
play with numbers!

ABC Tracer Lite: Practice letters by tracing their
shapes.

Language Arts
Bluster!: This vocabulary building game allows you
to play solo or with a partner.

Simplex Spelling:

improves spelling and reading
skills in a fun and interactive way using a unique “reverse
phonics” approach in combination with contextually
relevant spelling rules.

Angry Wild Free App: Turn tame animal photos

SpellBoard: Provides a fast and intuitive way for you to

into wild things and work on descriptive words in a most
unusual way.

enter your list of spelling words. All you need to do is enter
the word, the grade level and the spoken word (recorded via
the iPads built in microphone).

Howie Hungry Monster Build Words Lite: In this

K-12 Timed Reading Practice Lite: K12 Timed

game, students will choose the beginning sound and rhyme to
build a word. Each correctly built word will feed Howie a
macaroon.

Reading Practice Lite lets readers in grades K-4 practice
fluency, the ability to read smoothly and quickly.

Storytelling
Strip Design: A comic strip designer along the lines of
ComicLife.

Toontastic: A Creative Learning tool that empowers
kids to draw, animate, and share their own cartoons
through imaginative play.

Special Ed
VisTimer: Provides a gentle implementation of time
imposed limits. It utilizes an animated shrinking pie chart
to depict elapsed time. The free version is rather limited.
The paid version allows more time options.

Puppet Pals: Create your own unique shows with
animation and audio in real time! Simply pick out your
actors and backdrops, drag them on to the stage, and tap
record. Your movements and audio will be recorded in real
time for playback later.

Music
VidRhythm: Video-sample yourself, your friends, your pets,
ANYTHING, and watch VidRhythm instantly mash it up into a
crazy video remix!

Autism Express: Created to help promote greater
awareness about autism spectrum disorders. It is designed to
encourage people with autism to recognize and express their
emotions through its fun and easy to use interface.

